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Abstract—The ability to predict the intentions and driving
trajectories of other vehicles is a key problem for autonomous
driving. We propose an integrated planning and prediction
system which leverages the computational benefit of using a finite
space of maneuvers, and extend the approach to planning and
prediction of sequences (plans) of maneuvers via rational inverse
planning to recognise the goals of other vehicles. Goal recognition
informs a Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) algorithm to plan
optimal maneuvers for the ego vehicle. Inverse planning and
MCTS utilise a shared set of defined maneuvers to construct
plans which are explainable by means of rationality, i.e. plans are
optimal in given metrics. Evaluation in simulations of four urban
driving scenarios demonstrate the system’s ability to robustly
recognise the goals of other vehicles while generating near-
optimal plans. In each scenario we extract intuitive explanations
for the recognised goals and maneuver predictions which justify
the system’s decisions.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ability to predict the intentions and driving trajectories
of other vehicles is a key problem for autonomous driving [22].
This problem is significantly complicated by the requirement to
make fast and accurate predictions based on limited observation
data which originate from a dynamically evolving environment
with coupled multi-agent interactions.
A common approach to make prediction tractable in such
conditions is to assume that agents use one of a finite number of
distinct behaviours [1, 2]. This has become a standard approach
in autonomous driving [8, 9, 14, 15, 24, 31], in which the
behaviours typically represent high-level maneuvers such as
lane-follow, lane-change, turn, stop, etc. A classifier of some
type is used to detect a vehicle’s current executed maneuver
based on its observed driving trajectory, which is then used to
predict future trajectories to inform the planning of the ego
vehicle under control. The limitation in such methods is that
they only detect the current maneuver of other vehicles, hence
planners using such predictions are essentially limited to the
timescales of the detected maneuvers.
An alternative approach is to specify a finite set of possible
goals for each other vehicle (such as the various road exit
points) and to plan a full trajectory to each goal from the
vehicle’s observed local state [5, 11]. While this approach can
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Fig. 1: Ego vehicle shown in blue, its goal is to reach G1. Car 3 is
driving east at constant speed. Car 2 slowed down until reaching its
shown stopping location. Ego vehicle may infer that Car 2 is stopping
because it intends to reach G2 but must wait until Car 3 has passed,
then turn toward G2. This provides an opportunity for the ego vehicle
to turn onto the road while Car 2 is waiting.
generate longer-term predictions, it is limited by the fact that
the generated trajectories must be relatively closely followed
by a vehicle to yield high-confidence predictions.
Recent methods based on deep learning have shown promis-
ing results for trajectory prediction in autonomous driving
[7, 18, 21, 29, 30]. Prediction models are trained on large
datasets that are becoming available through data gathering
campaigns involving sensorised vehicles traversing city roads.
The resulting sensor information (typically various forms of
visual and LIDAR feeds, sometimes including also RADAR)
are used to produce forecasts through models ranging from
video prediction to more contextualised forecasts taking into
account environmental cues specifically. Reliable prediction
over several second horizons remains a hard problem, in part due
to the difficulties in capturing the coupled evolution of traffic.
Recent work such as [21] begin to address this although much
remains to be done towards addressing scenarios such as the
ones we consider in this paper. Another important limitation
in some of these methods is the difficulty of incorporating
hard constraints in the optimisation objective which must be
differentiable (e.g. to avoid nonsensical predictions for a given
situation). Finally, in our view one of the most significant
limitations of this class of methods is the difficulty in extracting
interpretable predictions in a form that is amenable to efficient
integration with planning methods that effectively represent
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multi-dimensional and hierarchical task objectives.
Our starting point is that in order to predict the future
maneuvers of a vehicle, we must reason about why – that is, to
what end – the vehicle performed its current and past maneuvers,
which will yield clues as to its intended goal. Knowledge of
the goals of other vehicles enables prediction of their future
maneuvers and trajectories in relation to their goals. Such long-
term predictions facilitate planning over extended timescales
to realise opportunities which might not otherwise present
themselves, as illustrated in example in Figure 1. To the extent
that our predictions are structured around the interpretation of
observed trajectories in terms of high-level maneuvers, the goal
recognition process lends itself to intuitive interpretation for the
purposes of debugging, at a level of detail suggested in Figure 1.
Ultimately, as we develop towards making our autonomous
systems more trustworthy, these notions of interpretation and
the ability to justify (explain) the system’s decisions is key.
We map this in our specific work to goal-based predictions
and how these predictions influence decisions.
To this end, we propose an integrated planning and prediction
system which leverages the computational advantages of using
a finite space of maneuvers (which is expressive enough for the
purposes of interpreting observed behaviours), but extends the
approach to planning and prediction of sequences (i.e., plans) of
maneuvers. We achieve this via a novel integration of rational
inverse planning [4, 20] to recognise the goals of other vehicles,
with Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) [6] to plan optimal
maneuvers for the ego vehicle. Inverse planning and MCTS
utilise a shared set of defined maneuvers to construct plans
which are explainable by means of rationality principles, i.e.
that plans are optimal with respect to given metrics. Rather than
matching plans directly as in prior work [5, 11], our approach
instead evaluates the extent to which an observed trajectory is
rational for a given goal, providing robustness with respect to
variability in trajectories. Similarly to MPDM [9], our MCTS
algorithm performs closed-loop forward-simulations of vehicle
dynamics and their coupled interactions, but by separating
control from maneuvers we are able to optimise the velocity
profile across maneuvers and can leverage simplified open-loop
control to increase efficiency of inverse planning.
We evaluate our system in simulations of four urban driving
scenarios, including the scenario in Figure 1, roundabout entry,
and dense lane merging, showing that the system robustly recog-
nises the goals of other vehicles and generates near-optimal
plans under diverse scenario initialisation. We extract intuitive
explanations for the recognised goals and maneuver predictions
in each scenario which justify the system’s decisions.
II. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM DEFINITION
Let I be the set of vehicles interacting with the ego vehicle
in a local neighbourhood (including the ego vehicle). At time t,
each vehicle i ∈ I is in a local state sit ∈ Si, receives a local
observation oit ∈ Oi, and can choose an action ait ∈ Ai. We
write st ∈ S = ×iSi for the joint state and sa:b for the tuple
(sa, ..., sb), and similarly for ot ∈ O, at ∈ A. Observations
depend on the joint state via p(oit|st), and actions depend on the
observations via p(ait|oi1:t). In our system, a local state contains
a vehicle’s pose, velocity, and acceleration (throughout the paper
we use velocity and speed interchangeably.); an observation
contains the poses and velocities of nearby vehicles; and an
action controls the vehicle’s steering and acceleration.
The probability of a sequence of joint states s1:n, n ≥ 1, is
given by
p(s1:n) =
n−1∏
t=1
∫
O
∫
A
p(ot|st)p(at|o1:t)p(st+1|st, at) dot dat
(1)
where p(st+1|st, at) defines the joint vehicle dynamics, and we
assume independent local observations and actions, p(ot|st) =∏
i p(o
i
t|st) and p(at|o1:t) =
∏
i p(a
i
t|oi1:t). Vehicles react to
other vehicles via their local observations oi1:n.
We define the planning problem as finding an optimal policy
pi∗ which selects the actions for the ego vehicle, ε, to achieve
a specified goal, gε, while optimising the driving trajectory
via a defined reward function. Here, a policy is a function
pi : (Oε)∗ 7→ Aε which maps an observation sequence oε1:n
to an action aεt . A goal can be any (partial) state description
gε ⊂ Sε, but in this paper we focus on goals that specify target
locations. Formally, define
Ωn =
{
s1:n
∣∣ sεn ⊆ gε ∧ @m < n : sεm ⊆ gε} (2)
where sεn ⊆ gε means that sεn satisfies gε. The second condition
in (2) ensures that
∑∞
n=1
∫
Ωn
p(s1:n)ds1:n ≤ 1 for any policy
pi, which is needed for soundness of the sum in (3). The problem
is to find pi∗ such that
pi∗ ∈ arg max
pi
∞∑
n=1
∫
Ωn
p(s1:n)R
ε(s1:n) ds1:n (3)
where Ri(s1:n) is the reward of s1:n for vehicle i (see
Sec. III-E). Intuitively, maximising (3) entails optimising the
probability of achieving the goal and the rewards of the
generated trajectories. In practice, we approximate (3) using a
finite planning horizon (detailed in Sec.III-G).
While our experiments in Section IV use scenarios with
fixed goals, the above problem formulation allows our method
to drive through full routes with the route planner module
continually updating the goal location gε of the ego vehicle
depending on its current location on the route.
III. METHOD
A. System Overview
Our general approach relies on two assumptions: (1) each
vehicle seeks to reach some (unknown) goal location from
a set of possible goals, and (2) each vehicle follows a plan
generated from a finite library of defined maneuvers.
Our proposed system approximates the optimal policy pi∗ as
follows: For each other vehicle, enumerate its possible goals
and inversely plan for that vehicle to each goal, giving the prob-
abilities and predicted trajectories to the goals. The resulting
goal probabilities and trajectories inform the simulation process
of a Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) algorithm to generate
Macro action: Additional applicability condition: Maneuver sequence (maneuver parameters in brackets):
Continue lane-follow (end of visible lane)
Continue to next exit Must be in roundabout and not in outer-lane lane-follow (next exit point)
Change left/right There is a lane to the left/right lane-follow (until target lane clear), lane-change-left/right
Exit left/right Exit point on same lane ahead of car and in correct direction lane-follow (exit point), give-way (relevant lanes), turn-left/right
Stop There is a stopping goal ahead of the car on the current lane lane-follow (close to stopping point), stop
TABLE I: Macro actions used in our system. Each macro action concatenates one or more maneuvers and sets their parameters (see Sec.III-C).
Fig. 2: System overview.
an optimal maneuver plan for the ego vehicle. In order to keep
the required search depth shallow and hence efficient, both
inverse planning and MCTS plan over macro actions which
flexibly concatenate the maneuvers using context information.
Figure 2 provides an overview of the components in the
proposed system. The following sections will detail each of
the components.
B. Maneuvers
We assume that at any time, each vehicle is executing one of
a finite number of maneuvers. Our system uses the following
maneuvers: lane-follow, lane-change-left/right, turn-left/right,
give-way, stop.
Each maneuver ω specifies applicability and termination
conditions. A maneuver is available in a given state if and only
if the state satisfies the maneuver’s applicability condition. For
example, lane-change-left is only applicable if there is a lane
in same driving direction on the left of the vehicle (one could
also check for space constraints). The maneuver terminates if
the state satisfies the termination condition.
If applicable, a maneuver specifies a local trajectory sˆi1:n to
be followed by the vehicle, which includes a reference path
in the global coordinate frame and target velocities along the
path. For convenience in exposition, we assume that sˆi uses
the same representation and indexing as si, but in general this
does not have to be the case (for example, sˆ may be indexed by
longitudinal position rather than time, which can be interpolated
to time indices). In our system, the reference path is generated
via a Bezier spline function fitted to a set of points extracted
from the road topology, and target velocities are set using
domain heuristics similar to [10]. As a general principle, we
assume that vehicles will attempt to drive at local speed limit
when possible. This target is reduced to the velocity of the
slower vehicle in front on same lane (if any) or as a function
of local curvature on the driving path.
The give-way maneuver slows the vehicle down to some
specified velocity while driving toward a given location, usually
a crossing or turning point where oncoming traffic has priority.
At the location, the maneuver terminates if the specified lanes
are clear (allowing the vehicle to proceed with next maneuver
without fully stopping), otherwise it fully stops the vehicle and
then terminates once the specified lanes are clear. When used
as part of our system, we also allow give-way to terminate
early if our system predicts safe entry (cf. Sec. IV).
The lane-follow and give-way maneuvers have open pa-
rameters in their termination conditions: for lane-follow, the
parameter specifies the driving distance; for give-way, the pa-
rameter specifies lanes which must be monitored for oncoming
traffic. Such open parameters are automatically set by macro
actions, which we define in next section.
In contrast to methods such as MPDM [9], our maneuvers
are separated from control. This separation serves two pur-
poses: First, when constructing sequences of maneuvers, each
maneuver must optimise its velocity profile in anticipation
of subsequent maneuvers. This is not possible if control is
integrated into independent policies, as in MPDM. Having
access to trajectories allows us to perform a velocity smoothing
operation across the concatenation of the trajectories, which we
describe in Section III-D. Second, maneuvers can be simulated
under different control models (open-loop, closed-loop) in
inverse planning and MCTS, which offer different tradeoffs
between prediction accuracy and simulation efficiency.
C. Macro Actions
Macro actions concatenate one or more maneuvers in a
flexible way. Using macro actions relieves the planner in two
important ways: they specify common sequences of maneuvers,
and they automatically set the free parameters in maneuvers
based on context information (usually road layout). Table I
defines the macro actions used in our system.
The applicability condition of a macro action is given by
the applicability condition of the first maneuver in the macro
action as well as optional additional conditions (see Table I).
The termination condition of a macro action is given by the
termination condition of the last maneuver in the macro action.
Note that macro actions as used in this work do not define
a hierarchy of decomposable actions; they simply define
sequences of actions [13].
Both inverse planning (Sec. III-F) and MCTS (Sec. III-G)
search over macro actions rather than maneuvers, which
significantly increases their efficiency by reducing search depth.
D. Velocity Smoothing
To accommodate natural variations in driving behaviours
and to obtain a feasible trajectory across maneuvers for a
vehicle i, we define a velocity smoothing operation which
optimises the target velocities in a given trajectory sˆi1:n. Let
xˆt be the longitudinal position on the reference path at sˆit
and vˆt its corresponding target velocity, for 1 ≤ t ≤ n. We
define κ : x→ v as the piecewise linear interpolation of target
velocities between points xˆt. Given the time elapsed between
two time steps, ∆t; the maximum velocity and acceleration,
vmax/amax; and setting x1 = xˆ1, v1 = vˆ1, we define the
smoothing problem as
min
x2:n,v2:n
n∑
t=1
||vt − κ(xt)||2 + λ
n−1∑
t=1
||vt+1 − vt||2
xt+1 = xt + vt∆t
0 < vt < vmax
|vt+1 − vt| < amax∆t
vt ≤ κ(xt)
(4)
where λ > 0 is the weight given to the acceleration part of
the optimisation objective. The last constraint to treat target
velocities as upper bounds results in more realistic braking
behaviours in our system.
Equation (4) is a nonlinear non-convex optimisation problem
which can be solved, e.g., using a primal-dual interior point
method (we use IPOPT [27]). From the solution of the prob-
lem, (x2:n, v2:n), we can interpolate to obtain the achievable
velocities at the original points xˆt. If xˆt ≤ xn for all t, then
we can interpolate from this solution for xˆ1:n. Otherwise, we
can solve a similar problem starting from xn, and repeat the
procedure until all xˆ1:t are within the bound.
Velocity smoothing should respect zero-velocities in the input
trajectory, which indicate full stops. A simple way of achieving
this is to split a trajectory into segments separated by stopping
events, and to apply the smoothing function to each segment.
E. Reward Function
We define the reward of a trajectory s1:n for vehicle i as a
weighted sum of K reward components,
Ri(s1:n) =
K∑
k=1
wkR
i
k(s1:n) (5)
with weights wk > 0 and Rik(s1:n) > 0. Our system includes
reward components for execution time, longitudinal jerk, lateral
jerk, path curvature, and safety distance to leading vehicle.
F. Goal Recognition
By assuming that each vehicle i ∈ I seeks to reach one of
a finite number of possible goal locations gi ∈ Gi, using plans
constructed from our defined macro actions, we can use the
framework of rational inverse planning [4, 20] to compute a
Algorithm 1 Goal recognition algorithm
Input: vehicle i, current maneuver ωi, observations s1:t
Returns: goal probabilities p(gi|s1:t, ωi)
1: Generate possible goals gi ∈ Gi from state sit
2: Set prior probabilities p(gi) (e.g. uniform)
3: for all gi ∈ Gi do
4: sˆi1:n ← A*SEARCH(ωi) from sˆi1 = si1 to gi
5: Apply velocity smoothing to sˆi1:n
6: rˆ ← reward Ri(sˆi1:n)
7: s¯i1:m ← A*SEARCH(ωi) from s¯it to gi, with s¯i1:t = si1:t
8: Apply velocity smoothing to s¯it+1:m
9: r¯ ← reward Ri(s¯i1:m)
10: L(s1:t|gi)← exp(−β(r¯ − rˆ))
11: Return p(gi|s1:t) ∝ L(s1:t|gi) p(gi)
Bayesian posterior distribution over vehicle i’s goals at time t,
p(gi|s1:t) ∝ L(s1:t|gi)p(gi) (6)
where L(s1:t|gi) is the likelihood of i’s observed trajectory
given goal gi, and p(gi) specifies the prior probability of gi.
The likelihood is a function of the reward difference between
two plans: the reward rˆ of the optimal trajectory from i’s
initial observed state si1 to goal g
i after velocity smoothing,
and the reward r¯ of the trajectory which follows the observed
trajectory until time t and then continues optimally to goal gi,
with smoothing applied only to the trajectory after t. Then, the
likelihood is defined as
L(s1:t|gi) = exp(−β(r¯ − rˆ)) (7)
where β is a scaling parameter (we use β = 1). This definition
assumes that vehicles behave rationally by driving optimally
to achieve goals, but allows for a degree of deviation. If a goal
cannot be achieved, we set its probability to zero.
It is important to note that velocity smoothing cannot be
applied to the part of the trajectory that has already been
observed, i.e. s1:t. Otherwise, the effect of velocity smoothing
could be to wash out evidence that would hint at certain goals.
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code for our goal recognition
algorithm, with further details in below subsections. The
algorithm allows for efficient parallel processing by using
parallel threads for each vehicle i, goal gi, and rewards rˆ, r¯.
1) Goal Generation: A heuristic function is used to
generate the set of possible goals Gi for vehicle i based on
its location and context information such as road layout and
traffic rules. In our system, we include one goal for the end of
the vehicle’s current road and goals for end of each reachable
connecting road, bounded by the ego vehicle’s view region (as
shown in Figure 1). We do not include infeasible goals, such
as locations behind the vehicle.
In addition to static goals which depend only on the vehicle’s
location and road layout/rules, we may also add dynamic
goals which depend on current traffic. For example, in the
dense merging scenario used in Section IV, stopping goals are
dynamically added to model a vehicle’s intention to allow the
ego vehicle to merge in front of the vehicle.
2) Maneuver Detection: Maneuver detection is used to
detect the current executed maneuver of a vehicle (at time t),
allowing inverse planning to complete the maneuver before
planning onward. We assume a module which computes
probabilities over current maneuvers, p(ωi), for each vehicle i.
One option is Bayesian changepoint detection algorithms
such as CHAMP [19], as used in MPDM [9]. The details
of maneuver detection are outside the scope of our paper and
in our experiments we use a simulated detector.
As different current maneuvers may hint at different goals, we
perform inverse planning for each possible current maneuver for
which p(ωi) > 0. Thus, each current maneuver produces its own
posterior probabilities over goals, denoted by p(gi | s1:t, ωi).
For efficiency, the inverse planning may be limited to some
subset of maneuvers such as the most-likely maneuvers.
3) Inverse Planning: Inverse planning is done using A*
search [12] over macro actions. A* starts after completing
the current maneuver ωi which produces the initial trajectory
sˆ1:τ . Each search node q corresponds to a state s ∈ S, with
initial node at state sˆτ , and macro actions are filtered by their
applicability conditions applied to s. A* chooses the next macro
action leading to a node q′ which has lowest estimated total
cost1 to goal gi, given by f(q′) = l(q′) + h(q′). The cost
l(q′) to reach node q′ is given by the driving time from i’s
location in the initial search node to its location in q′, following
the trajectories returned by the macro actions leading to q′.
The cost heuristic h(q′) to estimate remaining cost from q′ to
goal gi is given by the driving time from i’s location in q′ to
goal via straight line at speed limit. This definition of h(q′)
is admissible as per A* theory, which ensures that the search
returns an optimal plan. After the optimal plan is found, we
extract the complete trajectory sˆi1:n from the maneuvers in the
plan and the initial segment sˆ1:τ from current maneuver.
Several design choices were made to minimise the computa-
tional cost of inverse planning. First, macro actions are executed
using open-loop control. This means that trajectories are
simulated using an idealised driving model which executes the
trajectory with linearly-interpolated target velocities. Second,
we use the assumption that all other vehicles not planned for use
a constant-velocity lane-following model after their observed
trajectories. This assumption allows give-way maneuver and
Change left/right macro actions to predict when traffic will
be clear. Third, no smoothing is applied during search and a
surrogate cost definition based only on approximate driving
time is used. Finally, we do not check for collisions during
inverse planning; due to the use of open-loop control and
constant velocities of other vehicles, there may be situations
where collisions happen inevitably. These simplifications result
in a level of abstraction which has low computational cost and
is sufficiently informative for the goal probabilities.
1Here we use the term “cost” in keeping with standard A* terminology and
to differentiate the simpler cost definition used by our A* search from the
reward function defined in Sec. III-E.
4) Trajectory Prediction: Our system predicts multiple
plausible trajectories for a given vehicle and goal, rather than
a single optimal trajectory. This is required because there are
situations in which different trajectories may be (near)optimal
but may lead to different predictions which could require
different behaviour on the part of the ego vehicle.
To predict multiple trajectories and associated probabilities to
a given goal, we run A* search for a fixed amount of time and
let it compute a set of plans with associated rewards (up to some
fixed number of plans). Any time A* search finds a node that
reaches the goal, the corresponding plan is added to the set of
plans. Given a set of computed trajectories {sˆi,k1:n|ωi, gi}k=1..K
to goal gi with initial maneuver ωi and associated reward
rk = R
i(sˆi,k1:n) after smoothing, we compute a distribution over
the trajectories by using a Boltzmann distribution:
p(sˆi,k1:n) = η exp(−γ rk) (8)
where γ is a scaling factor (we use γ = 1) and η is a normaliser.
This encodes the assumption that trajectories which are closer
to optimal are more likely.
G. Ego Vehicle Planning
To compute an optimal plan for the ego vehicle, we use the
goal probabilities and trajectory predictions to inform a Monte
Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) algorithm [6]. MCTS combines
the statistical back-propagation operators used in temporal-
difference reinforcement learning [25] with a dynamic tree
expansion to focus the search on the current state. Algorithm 2
gives the pseudo code of our MCTS algorithm (our algorithm
is a “rollout-based” version of MCTS [16]).
The algorithm performs a number of simulations sˆt:n, starting
in the current state sˆt = st down to some fixed search depth or
until a goal state is reached. At the start of each simulation, for
each other vehicle, we first sample a current maneuver, then
goal, and then trajectory for the vehicle using the associated
probabilities (cf. Section III-F).2 The sampled trajectories
will be used to simulate the motion of the other vehicles,
in closed-loop or open-loop modes (detailed below). As in
A* search, each node q in the search tree corresponds to a
state s ∈ S and macro actions are filtered by their applicability
conditions applied to s. After selecting a macro action µ using
some exploration technique (we use UCB1 [3]), the state in
current search node is forward-simulated based on the trajectory
generated by the macro action and the sampled trajectories of
other vehicles, resulting in a partial trajectory sˆτ :ι and new
search node q′ with state sˆι. Collision checking is performed
on sˆτ :ι to check whether the ego vehicle collided, in which
case we set the reward to r ← rcoll which is back-propagated
using (9), where rcoll is a method parameter. Otherwise, if the
new state sˆι achieves the ego goal gε, we compute the reward
for back-propagation as r = Rε(sˆt:n). If the search reached
its maximum depth dmax without colliding or achieving the
2Sampling gi from the mixed posterior
∑
ωi p(g
i|s1:t, ωi)p(ωi) is not a
sound approach because examples can be constructed where this may lead to
incompatible sampling of ωi/gi (i.e. gi cannot be achieved after ωi).
Algorithm 2 Monte Carlo Tree Search algorithm
Returns: optimal maneuver for ego vehicle ε in state st
Perform D simulations:
1: Search node q.s← st (root node)
2: Search depth d← 0
3: for all i ∈ I \ {ε} do
4: Sample current maneuver ωi ∼ p(ωi)
5: Sample goal gi ∼ p(gi | s1:t, ωi)
6: Sample trajectory sˆi1:n ∈ {sˆi,k1:n |ωi, gi} with p(sˆi,k1:n)
7: while d < dmax do
8: Select macro action µ for ε applicable in q.s
9: sˆτ,ι ← Simulate macro action until it terminates, with
other vehicles following their sampled trajectories sˆi1:n
10: r ← ∅
11: if ego vehicle collides during sˆτ,ι then
12: r ← rcoll
13: else if sˆει achieves ego goal gε then
14: r ← Rε(sˆt:n)
15: else if d = dmax − 1 then
16: r ← rterm
17: if r 6= ∅ then
18: Use (9) to backprop r along search branches (q, µ, q′)
that generated the simulation
19: Start next simulation
20: q′.s = sˆι; q ← q′; d← d+ 1
Return maneuver for ε in st, µ ∈ arg maxµQ(root, µ)
goal, we set r ← rterm which can be a constant or based on
heuristic reward estimates similar to A* search.
The reward r is back-propagated through search branches
(q, ω, q′) that generated the simulation, using a 1-step off-policy
update function (similar to Q-learning [28]) defined by
Q(q, µ)← Q(q, µ)+
{
δ−1[r −Q(q, µ)] if q leaf node, else
δ−1[maxµ′ Q(q′, µ′)−Q(q, µ)]
(9)
where δ is the number of times that macro action µ has been
selected in q. After the simulations are completed, the algorithm
selects the best macro action for execution in st from the root
node, arg maxµQ(root, µ).
The MCTS algorithm is re-run at a given frequency to
account for new observations since the last MCTS call (infor-
mation from the past search tree is not reused).
We use two different control modes to simulate maneuvers
and macro actions. The ego vehicle’s motion always uses
closed-loop mode, while other vehicles can be simulated in
either closed-loop or open-loop mode.
1) Closed-Loop Simulation: Closed-loop simulation uses a
combination of proportional control and adaptive cruise control
(ACC). Two independent proportional controllers control the
acceleration and steering of the vehicle. If there is another
vehicle close ahead of the controlled vehicle, control is given
to ACC which keeps the vehicle at a safe distance to the
leading vehicle (our ACC is based on IDM [26]). No velocity
smoothing is applied since the combination of P/ACC control
achieves approximately smooth control. Termination conditions
in maneuvers are monitored in each time step based on the
vehicle’s observations.
2) Open-Loop Simulation: Open-loop simulation works in
the same way as in A* search (see Sec. III-F3), by setting the
vehicle’s position and velocity directly as specified in trajectory.
Hence, there is no automatic distance keeping in open-loop
control. Velocity smoothing is applied to the trajectory to
improve realism of the prediction. Termination conditions in
maneuvers such as “wait until oncoming traffic is clear”, e.g.
as used in give-way maneuver, are realised by waiting until
traffic is predicted to be clear assuming that non-controlled
vehicles use a constant-velocity lane-following model.
IV. EVALUATION
We evaluate our system in simulations of four urban driving
scenarios with diverse scenario initialisations. We show that:
• Our method correctly recognises the goals of other vehicles
• Goal recognition leads to improved driving behaviour
• We can extract intuitive explanations for the recognised
goals and predictions, to justify the system’s decisions
A. Scenarios
We use the following scenarios:
S1 T-junction (Figure 3): Ego vehicle approaches T-
junction from west, its goal is to reach east end (blue goal).
Vehicle V1 is on same road as ego on adjacent lane, its goal
is to exit the road and drive south (purple goal) for which it
changes to ego lane in front of ego. Vehicle V2 is approaches
the T-junction from south, its goal is to drive east (blue goal).
V2 has to give way at the junction.
S2 X-junction (Figure 4): Ego vehicle approaches X-
junction from south, its goal is to reach west end (blue goal).
Vehicle V1 approaches X-junction from west end, its goal is
to reach the east end (yellow goal). Vehicle V2 is approaches
X-junction from east end, its goal is to reach north end (purple
goal). V2 has to wait for V1 to pass.
S3 Roundabout (Figure 5): Ego vehicle approaches round-
about from west, its goal is to drive east (green goal). Vehicle
V1 is inside roundabout, its goal is to exit south (orange goal).
S4 Merge (Figure 6): Ego vehicle approaches main road
from east, its goal is to reach north end (purple goal). Several
other vehicles are on main road, queuing behind a red light.
Vehicle V1 leaves a gap for ego vehicle to merge in. Vehicle
V2 is driving south (green goal).
For each scenario, we generate 100 instances with randomly
offset initial longitudinal positions (offset∼ [−10,+10] metres)
and initial speed sampled from range [5, 10] m/s for each vehicle
including ego vehicle.
B. Baselines & Parameters
We compare the following versions of our system. Full: Full
system using goal recognition and MCTS. MAP: Like Full,
(a) k = 1 (b) k = 5 (c) k = 10 (d) k = 12 (e) k = 20
Fig. 3: S1: With vehicle V1 on the ego’s road, and vehicle V2 approaching from south. (a) Initially we attribute a uniform distribution to all
goals for V1 and V2. (b) V1 changes from left to right lane, biasing the ego prediction towards the belief that V1 will exit, since a lane change
would be irrational if V1’s goal was to go east. As exiting will require a significant slowdown, the ego decides to switch lanes to avoid being
slowed down too. (c)/(d) The ego’s belief that V1 will exit increases as V1 slows down when approaching the junction, encouraging the ego
to continue in its lane. (e) V1 takes the exit and the ego can safely continue as V2 will merge to the right lane, its only possible goal.
(a) k = 1 (b) k = 10 (c) k = 15 (d) k = 20 (e) k = 28
Fig. 4: S2: With vehicle V1 approaching the junction from west, and vehicle V2 approaching it from east. (a) Initially we attribute a uniform
distribution to all goals for V1 and V2. (b)/(c) As V2 approaches the junction, slows down and waits to take a turn, the ego’s belief that V2
will turn right increases significantly, since it would be irrational to stop if the goal was to turn left or go straight. V1’s distribution over goals
remains uniform due to the uninformative execution. (d) Due to V1’s constant speed, the ego rules out the north goal since a left turn at V1’s
speed and location would require a sudden, costly (in terms of reward) braking from V1. Meanwhile, the maintenance of V2 at the junction
reinforces ego’s belief that V2 intends to go north. (e) Since ego recognised V2’s goal is to go north, it predicts that V2 will wait until V1 has
passed, giving the ego an opportunity to enter the road.
(a) k = 1 (b) k = 2 (c) k = 3 (d) k = 4 (e) k = 5
Fig. 5: S3: With vehicle V1 inside the roundabout. (a) Initially we attribute a uniform distribution to all goals for V1. (b) As V1 changes from
the inside to the outside lane of the roundabout and decreases its speed, it significantly biases the ego prediction towards the belief that V1
will leave in the next exit since that is the rational course of action for that goal. (c) The ego’s belief that V1 will leave increases further as
V1 approaches the exit and continues to slow down, encouraging the ego to enter the roundabout while V1 is still in roundabout. (d)/(e) V1
takes the exit, at which point the ego has already entered the roundabout.
(a) k = 1 (b) k = 2 (c) k = 3 (d) k = 4 (e) k = 8
Fig. 6: S4: With two vehicles stopped at the junction at a traffic light, vehicle V1 approaching them from behind, and vehicle V2 crossing in
the opposite direction. (a) Initially we attribute a uniform distribution to all goals for V1 and V2. (b) Goal probabilities for both vehicles
remain near-uniform due to very minor changes in speeds. (c) V1 has begun to decelerate at a point where it is more indicative of exiting
the road, since the north goal would not require slowing down quite as early according to reward function. Hence ego waits. (d) V1’s zero
velocity reveals a stopping goal in its current position, shifting the distribution towards it, since stopping is not rational for north/east goals.
The interpretation is that V1 wants the ego to merge in. (e) Given the recognised goal, the ego merges onto the road in front of V1.
but MCTS uses only the most probable goal and trajectory for
each vehicle. CVel: MCTS without goal recognition, replaced
by constant-velocity lane-following prediction. Cons: Like
CVel, but using a conservative give-way maneuver which waits
until all oncoming vehicles on priority lanes have passed. All
of these baselines use closed-loop simulation in MCTS. We
also evaluate the Full baseline with closed-loop (Full-CL) and
open-loop (Full-OL) simulation.
Maneuvers, macro actions, and goal generation heuristic are
as defined earlier in paper. For each other vehicle and generated
goal, we generate up to 3 predicted trajectories. We simulate
noisy detection of current maneuvers for each other vehicle by
giving 0.95 probability to correct current maneuver and the rest
uniformly to other maneuvers. MCTS is run at a frequency of
1 Hz, performs D = 30 simulations, with a maximum search
depth of dmax = 5. Rewards for collision and maximum search
depth are set to rcoll = rterm = −1. Prior probabilities for
achievable goals are uniform.
C. Results
Figures 3–6 show snapshots for scenario instances at different
planning stages of our Full system. The bar plots give the
goal probabilities for each other vehicle associated with their
most probable current maneuver. For each goal, we show the
most probable trajectory prediction from vehicle to goal, with
thickness proportional to its probability. We extract intuitive
explanations for the goal recognition and maneuver predictions
in each scenario, which are given in the figure captions.
Figure 8 shows the evolution of probability assigned to
correct goal over time, in four scenario instances. As can be
seen, the probability approaches the correct goal as other goals
are being ruled out by means of rationality principles. We
observed this behaviour in all scenario instances.
Figure 7 shows the average times (in seconds) and standard
deviations required by each baseline to complete a scenario
instance. (S1) All baselines switch lanes in response to V1
switching lanes. Full and MAP anticipate V1’s slowdown earlier
than other baselines due to inverse planning, allowing them
to switch lines slightly earlier. CVel and Cons only switch
lanes once V1 already started to slow down, and are unable to
explain V1’s behaviour. (S2) Cons requires substantially more
time to complete the scenario since it waits for V2 to clear the
lane, which in turn must wait for V1 to pass. Full and MAP
anticipate this behaviour, allowing them to safely enter the road
earlier. CVel produces the same result due to zero-velocity of
V2, but cannot fully justify (explain) its decisions since it is
unable to explain V2’s waiting behaviour. (S3) Both CVel and
Cons require more time to complete the scenario. Here, the
constant-velocity prediction in CVel, and waiting for actual
clearance as in Cons, amount to approximately equal time of
entry for ego vehicle. Full and MAP are able to enter earlier
as they recognise V1’s goal, which is to exit the roundabout.
MAP enters earlier than Full since it fully commits to the
most probable goal for V1, while Full exhibits more cautious
behaviour due to residual uncertainty about V1’s goal which
could hypothetically lead to crashes. (S4) Cons must wait until
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Fig. 7: Average driving time (seconds) required to complete scenario
instances, with standard deviation.
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Fig. 8: Evolution of probability given to correct goal for selected
vehicles in four scenario instances. Note: lines for S1/S3 are shorter
than indicated in Fig. 7 since vehicle goals change after exit points
(cf. Figs. 3&5) and we only show lines for initial goals.
V1 decides to close the gap, after which the ego can enter
the road, hence requiring more time. Full and MAP recognise
V1’s goal and can enter safely. CVel again produces the same
behaviour based on constant velocity of V1, but cannot explain
the waiting behaviour of V1.
Full-CL and Full-OL achieved the same completion rate of
scenario instances (100%) and required the same amount of
driving time. We found that OL was sufficient, in our specific
scenarios, to simulate the vehicle interactions. However, it is
likely that more densely populated roads will benefit from CL
simulation. As expected, OL required significantly less compute
time than CL, in some cases up to 50% less.
V. CONCLUSION
We proposed an autonomous driving system which integrates
planning and prediction over extended horizons, by leverag-
ing the computational benefit of utilising a finite maneuver
library. Prediction over extended horizons is made possible
by recognising the goals of other vehicles via a process of
rational inverse planning. Our evaluation showed that the system
robustly recognises the goals of other vehicles in diverse urban
driving scenarios, resulting in improved decision making while
allowing for intuitive interpretations of the predictions to justify
(explain) the system’s decisions. We note that our system is
general in that it uses relatively standard planning techniques
which could be replaced with other related techniques, e.g.,
POMDP-based approximate planners [23]. Furthermore, while
this work focused on prediction of other vehicles, the principles
underlying our system are general and could be extended to
include prediction of other traffic participants such as cyclists,
or applied to other domains in which mobile robots interact
with other robots/humans. An important future direction is to
account for human irrational biases (e.g. [17]).
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